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BHUBANESWAR: Union  schooling minister Dharmendra Pradhan on  Friday  inaugurated an 

educational advanced at IIT Bhubaneswar and expressed hope that the added infrastructure 

will allow the scholars of the premier institute to attempt for better excellence. 

The worldwide fourth Industrial Revolution has necessitated the creation of latest fashions of 
enterprise and improvement for the world and IIT Bhubaneswar should create such fashions, 
assist generate jobs and clear up modern-day issues, the Union minister mentioned. 

You have got efficiently forged your vote 

Pradhan was talking after inaugurating the Pushpagiri Lecture Corridor Complicated and the 
Rushikulya Corridor of Residence on the institute right here. 
The current lecture corridor advanced has three buildings, whereas the Rushikulya corridor of 
residence is an 800-single-seated hostel, the institute mentioned in a launch. 

The primary of the buildings is now prepared for operation and a mini-complex comprising 10 
flipped school rooms is beneath development, the discharge mentioned. 

Sooner or later, one other three buildings are prone to be added to the lecture corridor advanced 
that has a round formation. 



Pradhan pressured the necessity for better collaboration between establishments to deal with 
the native and environmental points in a disaster-prone state like Odisha which is able to grow 
to be a task mannequin for your complete nation. 

“With a concentrate on world-class analysis and innovation, our IITs have certainly grow to be 
the image of the progress of India and success in increased schooling. 

“Our IITs are among the many world’s prime universities and are contributing to world 
technological wants,” the Union minister mentioned. 

On this event, a memorandum of understanding was signed between Ability Growth Institute, 
Bhubaneswar, and IIT, Bhubaneswar for sharing of experience and enhancing ability 
improvement actions for under-employed, unemployed, and underprivileged youth 

IIT Bhubaneswar Director Prof Raja Kumar mentioned the Union authorities had to this point 
sanctioned Rs 1,260 crore for constructing the infrastructure in two phases. 

The current advanced — which has amenities for lecture halls having seating capacities of 60, 
120, and 240 — can be utilized for standard courses and likewise function e-classrooms, Kumar 
mentioned. 

The flipped classroom advanced is without doubt one of the foremost within the nation and it 
may be used for standard lectures, group or particular person duties comprising design, 
evaluation, and project, Kumar mentioned. 

The lecture corridor advanced has been named taking inspiration from the historic Pushpagiri 
Vihara, an essential Buddhist web site which was a serious centre of studying. 

The residential corridor is known as after the Rushikulya river, well-known for the nesting of 
Olive Ridley turtles close to its mouth. 
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